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Lewis Auto Hire is a commercial hire 

vehicle company that specialises in 

working with the mining, oil and gas, and 

civil construction industries throughout 

Australia. We deliver fit-for-purpose hire 

vehicles to a range of clients in the public 

and private sectors, from remote sites to 

central city locations.

Founded in 2012, Lewis Auto Hire is a 

privately owned family company that 

provides the capability of a big corporate 

combined with the versatility, competitive 

pricing and service of a small business. We 

supply hire agreements that are flexible 

and customised, with the capability to scale 

and adapt our fleet and vehicles to meet 

the needs of our clients and their projects.
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NO AMBITION TO BE THE 
BIGGEST, DETERMINED 
TO BE THE BEST

WHO WE ARE

FOUNDER OF LEWIS AUTO HIRE

LUKE LEWIS
As soon as Luke finished his apprenticeship he was off Mining and no one could stop him. 

Straight underground for Pybar Mining services in North Parkes he went. Luke quickly moved 

up the ranks in his first year out of his apprenticeship and showed what he had to offer in 

terms of being a diligent hard worker. 

 

From there he moved back into an above ground role with a local construction contracting 

company. After spending 2 years in the role Luke moved over to the wild west chasing the big 

machines.   

Luke founded Lewis & Potter Pty Ltd in 2012 while working in Newman as a Diesel mechanic 

for BHP Billiton.

The venture started as a labour-hire company but Luke quickly realised there was a gap in the 

market for vehicle hire as the big boys of the hire world were charging what they liked and had 

very little customer service. 

Luke started with one flatbed Isuzu truck that he fitted out with welders and one air compres-

sor.

Since then Luke has grown the company and Lewis Auto Hire has vehicles in  QLD, WA, NSW 

and VIC supplying the mining, construction and traffic management industries. 

Luke has built the business on 3 key core values.

Respect, Integrity, Honesty, 

He believes if you can live by these 3 values day to day and do the small things right in life, the 

big things will follow.

These 3 core values help to obtain and maintain relationships with clients and staff and are an 

integral part of Lewis Auto Hire.

Luke has no ambition to be the biggest hire company but only to be the best. 
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WHAT WE DO

Lewis Auto Hire specialises in long-term light 

vehicle hire for the mining, oil and gas, and civil 

construction industries. We work with clients in the 

public and private sectors, including major blue chip 

companies and their contractors, and other small to 

medium-sized companies Australia-wide. 

Servicing existing clients throughout the country, 

from remote sites through to CBD locations, means 

we have the ability to supply vehicles to any envi-

ronment and location. 

SERVICING CLIENTS THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA

To ensure we continue to meet the diverse needs 

of each client, we take the time to understand their 

business, project and site requirements. This al-

lows us to provide the right advice and selection of 

vehicles, and customise our fleet, vehicle specifica-

tions and hire agreements to suit.

Lewis Auto Hire is committed to delivering both 

quality service and competitive pricing. As a private, 

family-owned company, we keep our overheads low 

and pass these savings on to our clients. Addition-

ally, we exclusively offer long-term hire agreements 

that are practical and cost-effective.

Lewis Auto Hire supplies a range of 4WD and 2WD vehicles fit for purpose for the mining, oil and 

gas, and civil construction industries. To suit our clients’ needs, we have the ability to adjust our fleet, 

including introducing new vehicle categories. 

To ensure our fleet is reliable, all of our vehicles are late-model with low kilometres, maintained to 

manufacturer specifications. Vehicles in our fleet are retired at approximately three years or 100,000 

kilometres.

All our vehicles comply with site-specific requirements, are fitted with IVMS (Internal Vehicle 

Monitoring Systems), and can be custom-branded. We also have the flexibility to meet additional client 

requests on hire vehicles.

OUR VEHICLES

OUR VEHICLES ARE FIT-FOR-SITE AND CAN BE CUSTOM-BRANDED 
WITH YOUR COMPANY’S LOGO
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VEHICLE 
SAFETY

WITH EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH A 

RANGE OF CLIENTS ACROSS MULTIPLE 

SITES IN THE MINING, OIL AND GAS, 

AND CIVIL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES, 

WE UNDERSTAND SITE SAFETY 

REQUIREMENTS AND CUSTOMISE OUR 

VEHICLES TO SUIT. 

THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS 
ARE AVAILABLE ON ALL LEWIS 
AUTO HIRE VEHICLES:

INTERNAL VEHICLE 
MONITORING 
SYSTEM (IVMS)

Whip aerial flag

Spare tyres

Wheel chock

Wheel nut indicators

Safety triangles

UHF radio

Fire extinguisher

First aid kit

Bull bar

Driver and vehicle identification

Time journey

Tracking via mobile devices

Servicing and maintenance requirements

Idle time 

After-hours usage 

Fleet idling 

Tow bar

Battery isolator

Hand brake alarm

High rise indicators / mine lights

Flashing beacon

Reverse alarm

Headlights ON feature

Roll Over Protection (ROPS)

External ROPS

Falling Object Protection 

(FOPS)

Safety handrails

3 point access

ID decals

Reflective tape

White colour

ABS brakes

Airbags

With IVMS fitted on vehicles as standard and activated as an 

optional extra, Lewis Auto Hire meets site requirements and 

provides real-time monitoring on hire vehicle operation. Clients 

receive instant data on any breaches of safety procedure, such 

as driving over the speed limit, failing to wear a seatbelt or 

dangerous driving. Additionally, clients receive notifications of 

kilometres travelled and vehicle usage so they can 

monitor fuel costs.

USING IVMS MEANS CLIENTS RECEIVE REAL-TIME DATA ON 
THEIR HIRE VEHICLES VIA EMAIL, INCLUDING:

Vehicle speed

Distance travelled

Seatbelt worn

Harsh braking

Four-wheel drive engaged on unsealed roads

Real-time tracking of vehicle location

Battery drain

EASY TO DEAL WITH AND THEY DELIVER...

“We needed 50 hire vehicles for a range of projects. Not only did Lewis 

Auto Hire deliver, but the owner Luke is always available when I need help. 

It’s refreshing that Luke has worked in the industry and understands day-to-

day operations and business needs.

Lewis Auto Hire is flexible, easy to deal with and they deliver.”

ROSS

Procurement Manager, LinkForce Engineering
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WHY 
CHOOSE US
OUR GOAL AT LEWIS AUTO HIRE IS SIMPLY TO BE THE 

BEST LIGHT VEHICLE HIRE COMPANY IN AUSTRALIA. 

RELIABLE

Our range of vehicles are exclusively late-model, suitable for clients in the mining, oil 

and gas, and civil construction industries. All vehicles are under three years old, have 

low kilometres and are maintained to manufacturer’s requirements.

COST-EFFECTIVE

At Lewis Auto Hire, we offer competitive vehicle hire rates with no hidden extras. 

As a private, family-owned company, we save on overheads, which we pass on to our 

clients as cost savings.

We provide fully site safety compliant vehicles that can be fitted with custom optional 

extras as required. Additionally, all Lewis Auto Hire vehicles are fitted with an IVMS 

(Internal Vehicle Monitoring System) as standard, so you can activate this feature to 

monitor driver behaviour, vehicle usage and fuel costs.

SAFETY FEATURES THAT REDUCE RISK

Lewis Auto Hire offers our clients flexibility in their hire agreements, vehicle types 

and fleet size, and vehicle customisation. We can provide flexible rental agreements 

to meet client requirements, including adapting agreements should their needs 

change. We can also scale our fleet and range of vehicles to meet client needs, and 

accommodate special requests on vehicle specifications and fittings.

FLEXIBILITY

Our founder Luke Lewis is the key contact for all clients, saving clients time and 

hassle with expert advice and support. Luke responds to queries and provides quotes 

within 48 hours, and also personally attends all vehicle hire deliveries. For any other 

questions or queries, our team is available seven days a week and responds promptly 

to your enquiries via phone, email or online. 

SERVICE

GAVE US THE BEST RATE, AND DELIVERED COMPLIANT 
VEHICLES ON TIME...

“We needed a particular kind of vehicle delivered to site and other hire 

companies weren’t able to help or were above our budget. That’s when we 

found Luke from Lewis Auto Hire. The whole process was seamless. Luke 

gave us the best rate, and delivered compliant vehicles on time. I highly 

recommend Luke and the Lewis Auto Hire team.”

LLOYD 

Superintendent for Plant and Equipment - East Coast, Monadelphous



CALL US 

07 5572 4508
EMAIL

info@lewisautohire.com.au
WEBSITE

www.lewisautohire.com.au

OUR 
COMMITMENT 
TO SAFETY

LEWIS AUTO HIRE RECOGNISES THE 

IMPORTANCE OF OUR RESPONSIBILITY 

IN PROVIDING AND MAINTAINING A SAFE 

WORKING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE BENEFIT 

OF OUR EMPLOYEES, CLIENTS, CONTRACTORS 

AND VISITORS.
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Comply with all relevant legislation and ensure all sites have operating systems and 

procedures compatible with the law, statutory requirements and 

client-defined practice.

Implement a code of practice (where legislation does not exist) that reflects our 

commitment to Occupational Health and Safety. 

Put into practice appropriate levels of training and education at all levels of 

management and staff.  

Seek continuous improvement in the area of Occupational Health and Safety for our 

employees and our clients.

Ensure communication systems exist to allow the flow of information with employees, 

clients, contractors and visitors about Occupational Health and Safety issues 

applicable to our products and services.


